Projects Funded Fall 2015

Noble Neighbors- Flower Planting for Beautification
Amount Funded: $990.00
Noble Neighbors, a neighborhood organization in Cleveland Heights, was awarded a grant to fund a flower planting project to beautify the neighborhood and enhance community pride.

RAFT- RAFT Coexist
Amount Funded: $414.08
RAFT Coexist is a piece of interactive artwork intended to promote community building and self-reflection by providing a place for community members to sit, reflect or talk with neighbors. Funding was provided to create and decorate the piece of art.
Cedar Taylor Development Association- Public Art

Amount Funded: $1000.00

The Cedar-Taylor Development Association, a grassroots community organization that engages with local merchants and residents, was awarded a grant to fund an installation of public art in the Cedar Taylor Business District. The art is intended to beautify the neighborhood and enliven the community, while engaging artistic community members in the project.